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Today the S&P500 trade mostly sideways down and has now formed a nice flat pattern: SPX2481-2475. A break 

above SPX2481 targets, based on symmetry SPX2486. With tech rallying AH, this may very well happen tomorrow. 

Clearly the price-action off the micro-3 high is corrective: sloppy and overlapping. The same parameters as yesterday 

apply: below SPX2472 and a larger top (major-3) is likely in. Above SPX2481 and SPX2487 is next.  

Figure 1A. SPX 1-min chart. Micro-4 of minute-v of minor-5 finished?  
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Today, let us take a look at the DOW, which has been lagging the past days, but made up for it today. The A.I. is back 

on a non-ideal buy signa non-ideal because the 3 lines did move up at the same time, but not from <20 to >20). The 

ideal target of $21,800 remains, price is now 89p away from it. Note that the MFI14 continues to point up: money 

keeps flowing into the market, which is bullish. With the renewed buy signals, price in an uptrend, and above all 

important SMAs from short to long term, the chart tells us to continue to look for higher prices. 

Figure 2. DOW daily chart: TIs back up, price still in uptrend and above all important SMAs and price levels. 
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Breath deterioarted today, but remained positive. Thus the SPX-SI (summation index of the McClellan Oscillator for 

the S&P500) continues to increase and remain on a buy. As such, nothing has changed per this indicator: buy/long 

it is until it says differently. Simple. 

Figure 3. SPX-SI remains on a buy, as breadth remains positive.  

 

In conclusion: Yesterday I was already looking for a micro-5 and although this morning’s higher high possible 

qualifies I’d prefer to see a longer push (few days) to SPX2486ish. This should then conclude major-3. However, 

please remember, a 2nd alternate count I carry -and which I will only present when necessary- has the market still 

in minute-iii. Also note that this 5th wave can extend and SPX2508 is still possible though an ideal target of 

SPX2500.11 (2.764x 1 extension) appears more likely as that’s where 1=5. A break below SPX2472 is the first signal 

of a topping process with the 2nd confirmation on a break below SPX2465; while a break above SPX2481 signals 

SPX2484-2508 is next. All charts (price, breadth, SMAs, etc) are 100% bullish and tell us to continue to look up. I 

therefore see no reason to change that view, until the charts tell me differently. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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